FTS/MCS IS THE FUTURE FOR AGR ANNOUNCEMENTS AND APPLICATIONS.

THE LINK BELOW WILL TAKE YOU TO THE SITE AND ANYONE WITH AN AKO CAN ACCESS THIS SITE.

SOLDIERS MUST HAVE A CAC CARD TO REGISTER, LOG IN, AND APPLY.

SOLDIERS AGR STAFF CAN ASSIST WITH UPLOADING PACKETS IF SOLDIERS ARE HAVING ISSUES OR PROVIDE A COMPUTER WITH CAC CARD CAPABILITIES.

LAST COA: CONTACT SFC BLANCHARD, LAQUANNA @ 504-278-8772

https://ftsmcs.ngb.army.mil/
Choose LA in the drop down menu and hit “Create My Account”

Choose “LA” and ensure the self populated information is accurate.
After creating your account this is the application you choose to get to open jobs for the entire NG and you have to choose “LA” for LANG jobs.

If you get an error, allow the website to refresh and the next screen will appear. Give it a few seconds before attempting to log out and logging back in if it does not refresh automatically.
CLICK “APPLY FOR A POSITION”

CHOOSE “LA” FOR LOUISIANA JOBS

CLICK “APPLY” NEXT TO THE POSITION YOU’D LIKE TO APPLY FOR IN ORDER TO BEGIN THE APPLICATION PROCESS

IF IT’S AN ENTRY LEVEL POSITION, PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE SMALL “ADOBE” DOCUMENT WHICH IS THE 34-1 THAT IS REQUIRED FOR ALL MDAY TRADITIONAL SOLDIERS

COMPLETE ALL REQUIRED BLOCKS

UPLOAD ALL NECESSARY DOCUMENTS FOR THE JOB ANNOUNCEMENT UNDERNEATH SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS “BROWSE & UPLOAD”

REFERENCE “SUPPORTING URL” FOR GUIDANCE AND/OR LINKS TO SUPPORT IN THE APPLICATION PROCESS
Apply for a Position

Position Information
Position Title: Human Resource Tech
State: MI
Type: AGC - Lateral
Unit: WSACAA
Min Grade: W1
Max Grade: W3

Application
You do not meet the following requirement(s) for this position:
- This announcement is only open to ADAS in the State of MI.

Override Confirmation:
I wish to override and provide an explanation.

Current Component:
- Army
- Air Force
- Navy
- Marines
- Coast Guard

Name:

Gender:

Your Current Grade:

Date of Birth:

Marital Status:
- Single
- Married
- Divorced

Race:

Ethnicity:

# of Dependents:

Primary SS1/SSC/MOS:

Secondary SS1/SSC/MOS:

Height/Weight:

Home Address:

Current Unit Address:

https://ftsmsc.ngb.army.mil/protected/Job/Applications/Apply/4835
9/18/2019
Complete boxes

The sections below are mandatory, upload a blank document if not applicable.

Here is where you upload required documents. “Browse on computer and “Add Document”. It should reflect in the “Uploaded File” section.

Please click “SUBMIT” once complete.
Then you’ll receive two emails. (1st Upon packet being submitted & 2nd email once Approval by AGR BRANCH)

If you do not receive the above emails, your packet is probably incomplete.